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We present the first Aboriginal Australian genomic sequence, obtained from a lock of 

hair donated by an Aboriginal man living in South-Western Australia in the early 

20th century. The genome was sequenced to an average depth of 11x, showing no 

evidence of European admixture, and an estimated contamination level of < 0.5%. It 

represents the first high-depth ancient genome sequence from outside the permafrost 

regions. Using population genetic approaches based on whole genome data, we find 

evidence that: i) Eurasians and Aboriginal Australians diverged from Africans at the 

same time; ii) Aboriginal Australians were the first to separate from this ancestral non-

African gene pool some 50-60 thousand years ago, 10-25 thousand years prior to the 

split between Europeans and Asians; iii) Aboriginal Australians received substantial 

gene flow from Asians at a later date, suggesting that the Neanderthal genetic signal in 

the Aboriginal Australian genome, similar to that found in Eurasians, may be 

secondarily derived. Our findings imply that current views on the population history of 

Aboriginal Australian based on uniparental markers and SNP chip data 

are over simplistic. As such our understanding of modern human evolutionary history 

will likely benefit from being revisited using ancient and modern human genomics.  
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The evolutionary history of Aboriginal Australians remains debated. It is generally believed 

that a single out-of-Africa dispersal gave rise to all contemporary non-Africans sometime 

before 50 thousand years ago (50 ka BP)
1
. Genetic data have so far supported this view, 

pointing to Aboriginal Australians having split from Eurasian populations approximately 40-

70 ka BP
2-4

. However, an alternative hypothesis proposes an additional earlier dispersal of 

anatomically moderns humans (AMH) from Africa some 60-75 ka BP
5, 6

. According to this 

model, the descendants of the earlier expansion became admixed or were replaced by later 

dispersing populations with the exception of a few groups, among whom would be Aboriginal 

Australians
6, 7.  

 

Although critical to understanding the early dispersal of AMH outside Africa, only a few 

genetic studies have been conducted on Aboriginal Australians to date. These are restricted to 

uniparental markers and nuclear SNPs, and point to a shared ancestry with other non-

Africans
2-4, 8

. They further reveal extensive recent admixture with immigrants of European 

descent
8, 9

. Interest in Aboriginal Australian genetics is not just a matter of history, as present-

day communities often suffer from poorer health and higher rates of chronic disease than 

other Australians
10

. A non-admixed Aboriginal Australian genomic sequence should offer not 

only new insights into the evolution of human diversity outside Africa, but also provide a 

reference for future genome-wide disease association studies that might improve our 

understanding of the increased disease susceptibility and risk in this population. 

  

Such a genome could be reconstructed from contemporary samples collected in isolated 

populations from, for example, northern Australia
4
; alternatively, it could be obtained from 

ancient samples collected closer to first contact with European immigrants. However, 

genomic sequencing of ancient human remains is difficult due to contamination by recent 
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human DNA and massive microbial loads
11-13

. The use of ancient human hair overcomes most 

of these problems as it can be efficiently de-contaminated
14

. The disadvantage is that hair 

generally contains far less DNA than bone or teeth. Consequently, high-depth ancient 

genomic data have only been reported so far from human hair preserved in ideal frozen 

conditions
15

. Nevertheless, hair constitutes an important resource in many museum collections 

and could hold the key to obtaining sequence data from historic populations. Together with 

the inherent importance of describing the genome of an individual from a traditional, hunter-

gatherer population
16

, the challenge of reconstructing an ancient human genome from non-

permafrost areas was a further motivation for this study.  

 

DNA damage, contamination, and admixture estimates 

We used 0.6 grams of human hair from the Duckworth Collection, Cambridge, UK, given by 

a young Aboriginal Australian male, and entered into the collection by the anthropologist Dr. 

Alfred C. Haddon in the early 20th century. The records show that the individual lived in 

Golden Ridge (Golden Station) in South-Western Australia, an area where two Aboriginal 

languages were spoken until recently - KALAAKO and MADUWONGGA; both languages 

are reported as extinct today
17

. 

 

We applied the same experimental procedure to the historical ancient hair as we used for the 

first ancient human genome of an extinct Palaeo-Eskimo
15

, with minor differences 

(Supplementary Information, section 2; SI2), and sequenced the genome to an average depth 

of 11x. Despite its relatively young age, the DNA in the hair showed a high degree of 

fragmentation, with an average length of 69-bp. Cytosine to guanine and guanine to adenine 

mis-incorporation levels typical of ancient DNA
18

 are low (maximum 3% per base), and 

cluster within five nucleotides at both read ends (Table 1). Such regions were trimmed in 
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order to improve SNP call quality (SI3, 9). Isotopic dietary and mobility analyses of the hair 

further suggest good preservation, and point to a diet with a large intake of terrestrial protein 

and little seasonal variation (SI1).    

 

The genome was assembled and genotyped using BWA
19

 and the SAM tools suite
20

. This 

gave us a total of 2,782,401 SNPs of which 449,115 are considered high confidence and were 

used in further analyses (SI5). Of these, 28,395 (6.3%) have not been previously reported 

(Table 1). Despite extensive handling of the hair by people of European ancestry, 

contamination levels are estimated to be < 0.5% based on analysis of the heterozygosity on 

the X chromosome. Similarly, no European input could be detected at the genotype level 

(SI10).  

 

Uniparental markers 

The Australian individual’s mitochondrial genome (mtDNA) was sequenced to an average 

depth of 338x, and we found it to belong to a new sub-clade of haplogroup O (hg O) that we 

term hg O1a (SI11.1). Haplogroup O is one of the four major lineage groups specific to 

Australia, and has been reported from the Northern Territories (15%) and the Warlpiri Desert 

(16%)
2-4

. Hg O derives from Eurasian founder hg N, one of the three founder haplogroups 

associated with the dispersal from Africa 50-65 ka BP
21

. Similarly, based on 188 high-quality 

Y-chromosome SNPs, we assigned the aboriginal Y-chromosome to the MNOPS macro-

haplogroup (SI11.2). While the O and P members of this para-clade account for the majority 

of East and West Eurasian Y chromosomes, the unresolved MNOPS* lineages are common 

(>5%) only among contemporary populations of Australasia (Island Southeast Asia, 

Australia, New Guinea and Island Melanesia)
4, 22

. Both uniparental markers fall within the 

known pattern found among contemporary Aboriginal Australians
4
, and are compatible with a 
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common African ancestral population for all Eurasians and Aboriginal Australians
23

. 

However, uniparental markers do not allow for probabilistic testing of the different 

hypotheses of origins. This is not the case with genomic variation, since genomic 

polymorphisms can be treated as independent replicates, which, on average, should reflect 

past demography.  

 

Comparison to worldwide genetic diversity 

Among the high-confidence SNPs, 84,304 overlap with genotyping data from the Illumina 

650/660k chip. We compared these to SNP chip data from 1,225 genotyped individuals 

belonging to 80 populations, including 49 previously unpublished individuals (SI12.1). The 

SNP data comprise four contemporary Aboriginal individuals from Northern Australia who 

were selected because their mtDNA and Y-chromosome DNA showed no evidence of 

European admixture. Individuals from the Kusunda and Aeta populations – two populations 

of hunter-gatherers from Nepal and the Philippines respectively - were also included. Both 

groups have been hypothesised to be possible descendants from an early wave of dispersal 

that also included the initial colonisation of Australasia
24, 25

. 

 

Discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC)
26

, principal component analysis 

(PCA)
27

 and weighted PCA
28

 were used to investigate between-population discrimination 

(SI12.3). The results show a cline of genetic differentiation from Africa to Asia, and then 

Australasia, reproducing the widely accepted scenario of a single human dispersal out of 

Africa. They are also consistent with the Australasian population deriving from one of the 

serial founders shared with Asians, but not with Europeans, followed by isolation of the 

Australo-Melanesian populations (Fig. 1a). This pattern is confirmed using only the 542 

individuals from 43 Asian and Australasian populations (SI.12.3). Additionally, DAPC group 
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assignment of individuals indicates that Australo-Melanesian populations form a well-defined 

genetic cluster (a-score=96%, SI12.3). There is no genetic signal to indicate that the Kusunda 

might be remnants of an earlier wave of colonists to Australia. However, the Aeta's clustering 

towards the Australo-Melanesian sample is in agreement with the possibility of wider regional 

spread of genes carried by an early wave of dispersal to Australasia. 

 

We further explored the genetic differentiation of the ancient and modern Aboriginal 

Australians using the model-based structure-like approach ADMIXTURE
29

. The ancient 

Aboriginal genome is virtually indistinguishable from three of the four modern Aboriginal 

Australians, suggesting a common genetic history between the ancient South-Western and 

modern Northern Aboriginal Australians - the outlier being an individual with probable recent 

Asian admixture (also evident in the PCA/DAPC plots (SI12)). Although, we observe a close 

genetic relationship between all Australasian populations, a minor South Asian (Indian) signal 

is also visible in Aboriginal Australians which is not present in Melanesian populations. This 

may suggest that the peopling of Sahul (the Pleistocene continent of Australia, New Guinea 

and Tasmania) was not a single event
30

, or that Aboriginal Australians have experienced more 

recent gene flow from South Asia
31

, or that the signal has been erased from Melanesians due 

to higher levels of recent gene flow.  

 

Population genetic estimates of divergence times  

While the above comparisons to SNP chip data allow for detailed analyses of genetic 

similarity, they are less suitable for estimating population genetic parameters. This is because 

of the inherently biased ascertainment process used when selecting SNPs for chip genotyping 

platforms
32-34

. Therefore, to examine if the Aboriginal Australian sequence shows evidence of 

an early divergence from the Eurasian lineage, we developed a new population genetic 
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analysis method for estimating demographic parameters from diploid whole genome data. In 

brief, the method characterises pairs of genomes in terms of their inferred transition 

probability matrix of pairwise allelic patterns. The method, therefore, gains information from 

both haplotype and joint allele frequency patterns. The observed matrix of genomic 

transitions between allelic patterns is then fitted to the data using a composite likelihood 

approach. The method allows joint estimation of divergence times and migration rates 

between pairs of populations, and further takes sequencing errors into account (SI13).  

 

Using this method, we estimate a divergence time between the Aboriginal Australian 

sequence and representative European or East Asian sequences of  ~ 2,500 generations, 

corresponding to ~ 50-60 thousand years assuming a generation time of 20-25 years. In 

contrast, we find the divergence time between representative European and East Asian 

sequences to be ~ 1,500 generations.  All three populations, however, have a similar 

divergence time to the representative African sequence. This indicates that the Aboriginal 

Australians diverged from Asians and Europeans prior to the split between these populations.  

The high degree of genetic similarity between Aboriginal Australians and Asians, as 

measured by eigenvalues in the PCA/ DAPC analyses or by Identity-By-Descent (IBD) 

(Table 2), can be explained in our model by gene-flow, subsequent to the divergence between 

Europeans and East Asians.  

 

Beyond demographic modelling, we also employed a test that compares the patterns of 

similarity between Asian or Aboriginal Australian individuals to African and European 

individuals (SI14). This test is closely related to the D test used in Green et al.
13

, but is far 

more robust to errors because it only includes sites in which all alleles have been observed at 

least twice in modern humans. Furthermore, by only considering those sites where the 
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Aboriginal Australian differs from an Asian genome, this test is able to detect subtle 

demographic signals in the data that may be masked by the large amounts of gene-flow 

between Australians and Asians. Taking those sites where Australians (AUS) differ from 

Asians (ASN), and comparing AUS and ASN with the Ceph European Sample (CEU) 

representing Europe and the Yoruba representing Africa (YRI), we predict an equal number 

of sites suggesting Grouping I ((YRI, ASN), (CEU, AUS)) and Grouping II ((YRI, AUS), 

(CEU, ASN)).  However, we find a statistically significant excess of sites (51.3%) grouping 

the Yoruba and Australian genomes together (Grouping II) relative to the Yoruba and Asian 

genomes together (Grouping I, 48.7%). The observed excess of sites showing Grouping II is 

expected under our best-fitting demographic model (Table 2). We estimate that an 

approximately 16% increased error rate in the Aboriginal Australian compared to the Asian 

sequences would be required to explain this result as the outcome of sequencing errors 

(SI14.3). However, when estimating the relative increase in error in the Aboriginal in relation 

to the Asian individuals, only a 0.2% increase is observed (SI17). Therefore, the greater 

affinity between the Aboriginal Australian and African observed here cannot be explained by 

errors in the Aboriginal Australian sequence. This suggests that a model where Aboriginal 

Australians were recently derived from Asian populations is not compatible with the data, 

unless there was gene flow between modern European and Asian populations, but not 

between Europeans and Aboriginal Australians. Instead, these results support a model where 

Aboriginal Australians split from the Eurasian population before Asian and European 

populations split from each other (SI14), which is consistent with the other lines of evidence 

presented above.  
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Archaic hominin admixture 

Recent ancient DNA analyses have suggested that human populations outside Africa show 

evidence for admixture with Neanderthals
13

. Also, Melanesians possibly show evidence of 

increased admixture with a newly inferred hominin group, the Denisovans
35

. We used two 

approaches to test for such admixture in the sequence of the Aboriginal Australian. First, we 

examine if previously identified high-confidence Neanderthal admixture segments in 

Europeans and Asians can also be found in the Aboriginal Australian. As shown in the SI15, 

we find that the proportion of such segments in the Aboriginal Australian closely matches that 

observed in European and Asian sequences. Second, we use the D test (also known as the 

ABBA/BABA test) from Green et al.
13

 and Reich et al.
35

 to look for shared ancestry with 

these two hominin groups (SI16). The test is based on comparing the proportion of shared 

derived alleles between an outgroup sequence (in this case the Denisovan or Neanderthal) and 

two ingroup sequences. We find that the D test is highly sensitive to errors in the ingroup 

sequences being compared (SI16.3) and shared errors are of particular concern when the 

comparisons involve both an ingroup and outgroup ancient DNA sequence. We cannot 

exclude these results being influenced by such errors, but we nonetheless find it interesting 

that the test shows a relative increase in allele sharing between the Denisovan and the 

Aboriginal Australian, in accordance with the hypothesis of increased admixture between 

Denisovans and modern humans in Australasia
35

. 

 

Craniometric analyses 

To address the origins of aboriginal Australians, we also analysed an extensive dataset 

consisting of 37 cranial traits measured on 6,245 individuals distributed into 107 indigenous 

human populations worldwide
36

. Craniometric features are heritable, highly variable, and 

largely unaffected by natural selection, and have therefore been used like genetic markers for 
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inferring human demography and migrations. After correcting for the effects of size and sex, 

the data were submitted to DAPC and weighted PCA as for the genetic data. Morphometric 

data contained less signal than genome-wide SNP data, and only DAPC was able to reveal 

morphological differences between African, European, and Arctic populations (SI12.4). 

Interestingly, Australo-Melanesians and African populations exhibit strikingly similar cranial 

features (Fig. 2). This similarity could be indicative of common ancestry in these populations 

and could be consistent with two waves of dispersal out-of-Africa. Alternatively, it points to 

Africans and Australo-Melanesians sharing plesiomorphic traits (i.e. retention of ancestral 

characters), suggesting an evolutionary trajectory among the latter that is distinct from that of 

Eurasians. 

 

Inference of disease risk  

The disease burden of Australians of Aboriginal ancestry is estimated to be two-and-a-half 

times greater than that of other Australians
10

. A single Aboriginal genome does not offer the 

statistical rigour of genome-wide disease association studies. However, because this genome 

shows no evidence of recent European admixture, it can still pinpoint areas of future research 

interest. For example, we observe rare variation in a microRNA hsa-mir-196a2, potentially 

involved in the cleavage of mRNAs of HOX gene clusters that has been associated with 

several types of cancers
37

. We also find the genotype rs2294008(T;T) affecting the Prostate 

stem cell antigen
38

 that has been shown to increase certain cancer risks and a variant in the 

VEGF gene encoding the vascular endothelial growth factor A associated with age-related 

loss of vision
39

. For additional observations see (SI18). 
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Discussion and conclusion 

Our results show that it is possible to obtain a high-depth human genome sequence from 

historically ancient hair samples stored under conditions that were far from those in ideal 

permafrost regions
15

. Having such high coverage across the genome allows us to estimate 

proper genotypes, improving population genetic analyses. We also reveal that an 

uncontaminated genome sequence can be obtained despite handling by researchers of 

European decent, further demonstrating that historical ancient genomes can provide a means 

to avoid the issue of recent admixture that is often found in many modern-day indigenous 

populations. As such, our results provide a benchmark for conducting genomic-scale studies 

on the many historical hair samples in museums worldwide. Such ancient genomes also 

provide an important means to obtain basic genetic information to be used in tandem to larger 

genome-wide disease association studies in modern heavily admixed populations.  

 

The genome of a single individual may or may not be representative of the evolutionary 

history of all Aboriginal Australians. The SNP chip data show an extraordinary degree of 

similarity between the modern Aboriginals from Northern Australia and the historic 

individual from the Southwest, pointing to a common history between at least these groups. 

Furthermore, based on our genome sequence data, we may conclude that the ancestors of the 

Aboriginal Australian man, and possibly all Aboriginal Australians, are as distant to Africans 

as are other Eurasians. However, the Aboriginal ancestors were the earliest to split from this 

broad ancestral non-African gene pool, 50-60 ka BP. In contrast, the ancestors of 

contemporary Europeans and Asians diverged from each other 30-50 ka BP i.e. 10-25 

thousand years later. Genomic data further suggest that descendants from that first split 

received significant gene-flow from ancestral Asians after the latter had diverged from 

Europeans, reducing the primary dispersal genetic signal, and so increasing the similarity with 
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Asians. We can also conclude that the Aboriginal Australian genome, like other non-Africans, 

has a set of genes observed in Neanderthals, which may have been acquired by the gene flow 

event between Australians and Asians, rather than direct contact between Australian ancestors 

and Neanderthals. 

 

An important lesson from the different analyses conducted in this study is that simple 

inferences of similarity may not tell the whole story. Real demographic histories are more 

complex than what can be revealed by analyses of similarity or shared genetic identity. For 

example, the mtDNA and Y-chromosome data show derived features shared by Australians 

and Eurasians but cannot easily discriminate between models of initial divergence and 

isolation, from models of later discrete gene flows in deep past. Simple analyses based on 

genetic similarity presented here, including PCA, DAPC, and admixture analyses, similarly 

point to a close genetic relationship between Australians and Asians, but are agnostic 

regarding demographic models. Only the craniometric analyses point to a different history, 

suggesting a unique relationship between Australian and Africans. Analyses of whole 

genome-data, using population genetics models, yield different results. They indicate that the 

closer affiliation of the Aboriginal Australians to Asians than to Europeans (evident from the 

PCA, DAPC, and admixture plots), is the likely result of significant secondary Asian gene-

flow rather than shared history. They further suggest that the craniometric similarity between 

Africans and Aboriginal Australians does not reflect a private relationship between these 

groups, but rather retention of plesiomorphic traits consistent with a different out-of-Africa 

history of Aboriginal Australians and Eurasians. The implication is that reconstructing human 

population history requires sampling very substantial parts of the genome. The final important 

lesson to be learned is that signatures of admixture between modern humans outside Africa 

and ancient hominins may have spread among non-African populations through significant 
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levels of more recent or secondary gene-flow rather than through direct contact between non-

African populations and Neanderthals. Such signatures should be interpreted with great care. 

 

Using our findings to distinguish between the different models on the early spread out-of-

Africa of AMH is more enigmatic. In order to distinguish between a single versus multiple 

out-of-Africa dispersal scenarios to give rise to contemporary non-Africans, we need to find 

the geographical location of the 50-60 ka BP split of the Aboriginal ancestors from the 

Eurasian branch  – something we cannot do in any reliable way at the moment. If the 

Neanderthal genetic signature is of primary origin, it may suggest that the split happened 

outside Africa, possibly in the Middle East, shortly after the Neanderthal admixture event. 

However, if the Neanderthal genetic signature derives from secondary Asian gene-flow, the 

divergence event could have taken place either within or outside Africa (Fig. 3). Likewise, if 

we take for granted a recent genome based divergence estimate of !140 ka BP between 

contemporary Africans and non-Africans
40

, our data suggest that the Aboriginal lineage 

diverged from other Eurasians some 80-90 thousand years after the Eurasian lineage was 

formed. This makes the divergence split less likely, but not impossible, to have happened in 

Africa. For the event to have occurred within Africa, the African population would have had 

to have been characterised by severe, long-term population structuring. There is, however, 

with the exception of the MIS5 modern humans in the Levant (Skhul and Qafzeh), which 

appear to become extinct, no convincing palaeontological evidence for modern humans 

outside Africa prior to ~45 ka BP. From an archaeological standpoint, this makes a within 

Africa Aboriginal and Eurasian split, followed by multiple dispersals, more likely. More 

evidence, based on ancient as well as modern genomes, is needed to distinguish fully between 

the different out-of-Africa dispersal models. 
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Method summary 

The genomic sequence was generated from a historical ancient hair; data was aligned and 

genotyped using standard tools
19, 20

. A number of comparative analyses were run against a 

large sample size of genotyped individuals, these include DAPC
26

, PCA
27, 28

, and 

ADMIXTURE
29

. Several novel and modified population genetic analyses that compare 

contemporary and ancient genomes were used to infer the split time between Aboriginal 

Australians and Eurasians- detailed descriptions of all methods are provided in the 

Supplementary Information. 
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4
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modern data. S.R., O.L., A.W., K.N., R.G., S.B. and T.S.P. did de novo assembly, 
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metagenomics analyses, disease/phenotype mapping and HLA typing. M.R., M.A.C.C., and 

J.V.M.M. did various bioinformatic analyses. L.O. did the damage estimates and data 

filtering. A.A., L.S. and R.N. did the contamination estimates and abbababa analyses. T.J. and 

F.B. did DAPC, weighted PCA and all analyses on cranial data. M.M., E.M., M.K. and R.V. 

did genotype data prep, PCA plots, admixture analyses. T.K. did mtDNA and Y-chr analyses. 

Y.W., K.E.L. and R.N. did the demographic modeling and populations genomic analyses. 

W.Z. and R.N. did the archaic hominin admixture analyses. M.M. did the figures. E.W. and 

M.R. wrote the majority of the manuscript, with critical input from F.B., M.L., R.F., R.N., 

R.V., S.R., K.E.L., T.K., M.M., T.S.P., A.A., L.S., L.O., Y.W., S.L.. W.Z., R.G., M.T.P.G. 

and the remaining authors. 
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Table 1. Ancient genome summary statistics. 
 
Mapping statistics Giga-bases 
Total raw bases  209.3 
Total mapped basesa 66.9 
Bases covereda 1.79 
Bases covereda " 10x depth 0.76 
  
Variant Number 
SNPs 2,782,401 
High confidence SNPs 449,115 
Indels 215,189 
High confidence indels 22,576 

 
a Using hg19 as reference 
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Table 2. Number of sites showing Groupings 1 and 

2 in the aboriginal Australian genome. 

 Grouping 1a Grouping 2a 
YRI 1 1 
AUS 0 1 
CEU 0 0 
ASN 1 0 
   
Observed Numberb 14001 14758 
Observed Proportion 
(95% CI) 

48.7%  
(48.1%-49.3%) 

51.3%c  
(50.7%-51.9%) 

Expected proportion 
under best-fitting modeld 48.3% 51.7% 

Expected proportion 
under alternative modele 49.9% 50.1% 

 

The results are from using NA19239 (for YRI), NA12891 (for 
CEU), HG00421 (for ASN), and the aboriginal Australian genome. 
a The patterns shown here do not reflect ancestral vs. derived states 
(i.e. they have not been polarized).  Rather these patterns represent 
the two ways in which the eligible SNPs can partition the four 
genomes. 
b The average number of eligible SNPs showing Groupings 1 and 2 
from 100 different replicates of sampling alleles at heterozygous 
sites. 
c We reject the null hypothesis that this value is equal to 50%.  The 
median P-value from a binomial test is <2 x10-5. Note that the 95% 
CI calculated here assumes that all the SNPs are independent of 
each other, and as such, is likely too narrow. 
d The expected proportion obtained from our best-fitting 
demographic model where aboriginal Australians split from 
Eurasian populations 2,500 generation ago, prior to the split of 
European and Asian populations (SI14).  
e The expected proportion obtained from coalescent simulations 
under a demographic model where aboriginal Australians split 
from Asian populations 1,500 generations ago (SI13). 
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Fig. 1. a, PCA plot (PC1 versus PC2) of the studied populations and the ancient genome of 

the aboriginal Australian (marked with a cross). Insert shows the Australasian populations 

(SI12.3). b, Ancestry proportions of the studied 1,225 individuals from 80 populations and the 

ancient Aboriginal Australian as revealed by the ADMIXTURE program
29

 with K = 5, K=11 

and K=20. Each individual is represented by a stacked column of the K proportions, with 

fractions indicated on the y axis. The Australasian populations are shown in detail in the insert 

(SI12.2).  

 

Fig. 2. First and second principal components of the DAPC of 6,245 skulls measured for 37 

cranial traits from 107 native human populations distributed worldwide. Individuals are 

represented by dots. Populations are indicated by colours and ellipses which model 95% of 

the corresponding variability. The inset displays the eigenvalues of the analysis, with 

represented axes in black and retained axes in grey. The genetic differentiation amongst 

groups is proportional to the magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalues (SI12.4). 

 

Fig. 3. Reconstruction of early spread of modern humans, the divergence of the Aboriginal 

Australian and Eurasian lineages (in generations), and the secondary Asian gene-flow to the 

Aboriginal Australian lineage.  
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